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The battle is real.As brothers, Xavier and Evan are used to battling each other.Â But now theyâ€™re

discovering that there is a much bigger battle going on all around them. And itâ€™s their turn to

fight. Based on Ephesians 6:10â€“18, The Prince Warriors is the first book inÂ Priscilla Shirerâ€™s

epic new series that brings to life the invisible struggle ensuing in the spiritual realm. Xavier, Evan,

and their friends have typical lives until they enter a mysteriousÂ land called Ahoratos. There they

meet their guide, Ruwach, who offers wisdom and direction as the kidsâ€™ initial adventure

beginsâ€”an adventure filled with armor and danger and a veryÂ real enemy.Written by New York

Times Best-Selling author Priscilla Shirer, The Prince Warriors series was created for

middle-gradeÂ readers and will include the fiction trilogy as well as Unseen: TheÂ 365 Prince

Warriors Devotional and the Unseen app.
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Priscilla ShirerÂ is a homemade cinnamon-roll baker, Bible teacher, and bestselling author who

didnâ€™t know her booksÂ (The Resolution For WomenÂ andÂ Fervent)Â were onÂ TheÂ New

York TimesÂ Best Seller list until somebody else told her. Because who has time to check such



things while raising three rapidly growing sons?Â When she and Jerry, her husband of sixteen

years, are not busy leadingÂ Going Beyond Ministries,Â theyÂ spend most of their time cleaning up

after and trying to satisfy the appetites of these guys. And that is what first drove PriscillaÂ to dream

up this fictionalÂ story about the very un-fictionalÂ topic of spiritual warfareâ€”toÂ help raise up a

new generation of Prince Warriors under her roof.Â And under yours.Â Gina DetwilerÂ was planning

to be a teacher but switched to writing so she wouldnâ€™t have to get up so early in the morning.

Sheâ€™s written a couple of books in various genres (AvalonÂ andÂ Hammer of God, under the

name Gina Miani) and dramas published by Lillenas and DramaMinistry, but she prefers writing

(and reading) books for young people. She lives in Buffalo, New York, where it snows a lot, with her

husband and three beautiful daughters. She is honored and grateful to be able to work with Priscilla

onÂ The Prince Warriors.

The Prince Warriors by Priscilla Shirer and Gina Detwiler is so much more than I thought it was! Is it

a beautifully written story that will appeal to boys and girls in upper elementary and middle school?

The answer: a resounding yes! The characters and dialogue are realistic, well-written, and on point.

Kudos to the authors for using the written word to spark the desire to go on a grand adventure within

the pages of a book!However, as I continued flipping the pages, I realized I was no longer reading

as an adult reviewing a piece of juvenile literature. I was a child of God being drawn into a metaphor

describing the power of prayer, and my calling as a warrior princess in the Kingdom of God. As

Jesus used parables to teach truth to the people of His day, the pictures painted in this epic tale of

adventure illustrate the truth of Scripture.As a forty-one year old who has known Jesus for thirty

years, after reading this book, I came away with a better understanding of the Holy Spirit, the power

of Scripture, the manipulation that drives the ways of the enemy, and most importantly, the true

impact of the armor of God.Should you buy this book for your children? No. Buy this book for

yourself. Read it. Then, give it to your children, or someone else's children. Discuss it with them.

This is not just a book to read and enjoy. The Prince Warriors is a discipleship tool you will want to

refer to over and over again.

I absolutely loved this book! My Bible Study group just finished Priscilla's Study on The Armor of

God, and one of the members told me about this series for children. For children, my foot! It was

really great reading for this adult, and especially so after completing the study. I plan on reading it to

my grandson in July when he is here on vacation. I read it on my Kindle. Can anyone tell me if the

hard copy has pictures that might add to his enjoyment of the book?



Bought it for my son who loved it! This teaches so much! I am grateful to have a book series like this

out for my son to read. Spiritual warfare is REAL and I love how it is "brought to life" in these books.

He got me to read it and I LOVE it too! I have already been convicted of much.My son wants to write

a thesis on this after he is finished with school this year!

This is a fantastic book for late elementary to middle school readers - boys & girls! The characters

are easy to relate too and kids will connect to them in a real way as they experience adventures

learning to trust God and His Word. I have a sensitive reader at home but am planning to encourage

her to read the book. I think she will love it and it has such enduring and wonderful truths that I'd

love for her to experience through this book!

This is a great book. It never gets boring or slow. I am currently reading it to my 8 year old son and

9 year old daughter. We are always anxious for the next chapter. I was looking for a way to get them

interested in the importance of Gods armor and the protection it provides. It has other good talking

points too! Good choices verses poor ones. Listening for Gods direction. Just over all it is a

wonderful read. I look forward to the next one!

Do you have a pre-teen or early-teen reader at your house? I have a summer-reading

recommendation for you! I recently read The Prince Warriors by Priscilla Shirer (with Gina Detwiler)

and was favorably impressed. I liked it, and I think your kids will, too! The Warrior Princes is a

Narnia-like Christian allegory that transports 4 main characters (two brothers, another boy and a

girl) to the fantastic world of Ahoratos. In Ahoratos, the children must depend on their armor (the

belt of truth, the breastplate of righteousness, and so on) to protect them from evil, chaotic forces

that seek to do them in. Much of the material draws heavily from Shirer's women's study, "The

Armor of God". I was pleasantly surprised by the depth and complexity of the story line.

Bought for my nephew, for his 1st Comunion. I'm reading a library copy niw, & the story is great!

Well-written, good characters (though I wish the one main girl wasn't such a wimp.) Some of the

words will definitely be new to my nephew, but he enjoys reading, so it will be a good way for him to

learn. I'll try to remember to post back once I get his opinion

I bought this book for my granddaughter for Christmas but decided I'd better read it too, so I'd know



what she was talking about. I could hardly put it down myself! I've bought the next one already.

Great teaching tool for young minds!
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